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About This Book: Millions of kids are getting into tennis, in communities big and small. Tennis offers
kids unparalleled opportunities - world travel, money for college, great career choices. Plus: friendships,
character and a lifetime of good health. But young players sometimes suffer burnout, injury, poor coaching,
money and family problems. This book shows how you can raise a tennis kid successfully, while avoiding the
pitfalls:
the best age to get your kid started in tennis
motivate kids to go back, practice after practice
when to focus exclusively on tennis
save on lessons, find scholarships and sponsors
how to pursue a career in professional tennis
the inside scoop on tennis organizations and agents
have fun along the way at the best tennis camps and resorts.
Whether you are a coach, a tennis playing parent or a parent curious about tennis, this book will empower you
to raise kids who swing the tennis racket with as much aplomb as their happy smiles.While there are many good
books focused on either teaching the technique or on professional players and their biographies, Raising Big
Smiling Tennis Kids addresses the needs of tennis parents and coaches looking for guidance on raising skillful
and happy tennis kids. The overriding emphasis of the book is to offer a complete and practical roadmap.

About The Author: Keith Kattan is an avid tennis player and father of a passionate tennis kid. He spent
over ten years observing the on and off court development of junior tennis players. This book is the result of his
extensive research and first-hand experience.
Reviews: “An invaluable head start for any parent or coach guiding the development of a young tennis
player.”
TONY LANCE, TENNIS magazine
“Tennis provides a healthy lifetime activity the whole family can play together that teaches many valuable
lessons. Here’s a book every parent and coach will want for the tennis kid in their lives.”
PAM SHRIVER, professional tennis player, television analyst, and tennis hall of famer
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Introduction
“Before I got married I had six theories about bringing up children; now I
have six children and no theories.”
JOHN WILMOT, Earl of Rochester.
Tennis offers your kid unparalleled benefits – opportunities to travel
the world, money for college, great career choices. Plus: friendship,
character, and a lifetime of good health. Whether you know tennis or
not; whether your kid is 2 or 18 and just starting, or has a few years of
tennis experience, this book offers a complete roadmap to all the game
has to offer. You’ll find practical advice ranging from the best age to
get your kid started in tennis, to pursuing a career in professional
tennis.
Raising a child is not something you should learn as you go,
especially if your kid is into sports. A wise man once said, “Experience is
the worst teacher.” After all, a child gives the parent one chance to get it
right. We’ve all read about young players suffering injuries, poor coaching,
burnout, money, and family problems. So, as a new parent myself, I
decided to do my homework and find out the best way to introduce my
young son to sports.
Years ago at graduate school, I was invited to work on an artificial
intelligence (AI) system to help engineers predict the life of certain aging
bridges. I was going to interview experts in the field and encapsulate their
knowledge in a computer-based AI system. In a few months, the amount
and variety of information I was gathering began to overwhelm my little
computer-based rulebook and me.
I had a similar feeling of overload as I devoured numerous books
and magazine articles on the subject of kids and sports and discussed what
I learned with friends and family. However, I found that almost all the
books focused on teaching the sport. The few exceptions that dealt with
sports psychology, science, and nutrition were either academic or
addressed the professional game. Media coverage included a few reports
on sports parenting issues, but mostly the focus was on professional
players and their biographies.
I dug deeper. Like needles in a haystack, hidden among coaching
materials, scientific papers, and career profiles, I found answers to my
questions, one by one: Why do kids pick one sport over another? As a
tennis fan, I wondered how I could get my kid interested in tennis? What is
the best age to start learning tennis? I know a coach in my neighborhood,
how do I find out if he is right for my child? How about picking an

appropriate racket and the right pair of shoes? What if, after the first
lesson, my kid says he doesn’t want to go back?
My kid enrolled in the neighborhood class. Fortunately, his coach
turned out to be a wonderful influence. But my list of tennis parenting
questions didn’t stop there. As my kid’s tennis years rolled by, I found
myself asking, how much tennis is too much? At what age should kids
start competition? Can sports injuries be avoided? What about college
scholarships? How do players land sponsorship deals? Is professional
tennis a good career option?
My quest continued, even as available information on these topics
dwindled. I had one advantage: as owner of a small software company,
work was hectic, but I could set my own hours. Instead of just dropping
my kid off at his tennis lesson, I took the time to observe the class. Not just
my kid, but also a variety of groups with different abilities.
I talked with coaches, other parents, and tennis administrators. I
reflected on what works in junior tennis, sought expert corroboration when
needed, and formed my own beliefs. The material for this book is drawn
from those ten years of self-education as a tennis parent.
Tennis parenting poses unique challenges. Some parents feel that,
for healthy development, a child should balance a variety of activities.
Others believe that to achieve success, the child should be allowed to focus
on one or two things. This book presents safe, practical steps to help you
decide when and how to move from one parenting philosophy to another,
depending upon your child’s age, tennis proficiency, and level of interest.
I have focused much of my attention on unearthing the root causes
of common sports parenting issues. For instance, we have been told over
and over again, “Don’t push kids.” Rarely has anyone asked what
motivates a well-meaning parent to push. Is pushing always bad? This
book provides straightforward, non-judgmental answers to such questions,
laying out step-by-step solutions to avoid common pitfalls.
The chapters Inside Tennis Organizations and Movers and
Shakers give you the inside skinny on the business side of tennis. Knowing
how the system works gives your kid an advantage. More importantly, that
knowledge will fuel your involvement in growing the game. You owe it to
your tennis kid.
“More info.” This phrase, used throughout the book, will connect
you to important websites and references. Linking this way makes the
book an easy read while allowing access to thousands of pages of up-todate and in-depth information and contacts.
The overriding emphasis of the book is to offer a complete and
practical roadmap for the tennis parent and coach. If your kids are

currently pursuing other sports, I hope this work inspires you to consider
introducing them to tennis. I invite your thoughts on the usefulness of the
book to you. I welcome suggestions for a future edition and would love to
hear your success stories.
This book will empower you to raise kids who swing the tennis
racket with as much aplomb as their happy smiles. I wish your tennis
kid(s), and you, a joyous life.
Keith Kattan
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